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ABOUT
First, I would like to start with one thing - Yes this is Carly speaking after all this is my site...
People are always asking about our accomplishments and kudos...
So, here are my kudos... You are... If You want to see my list of credentials, and honestly they
are all meaningless at the end of the day unless I can produce results for my clients. You can
go see them on my page:
Who is Carly Alyssa Thorne a Further View
http://carlyalyssathorne.com/who-is-carly-a…a-further-view/
You can also read testimonials:
http://carlyalyssathorne.com/clients-comments
What means something to me is seeing my clients SOAR... having their AHA... moments...
seeing them get the next big deal... or get through a crisis without reacting instead responding
to a situation.
I am passionate about Empowering and Inspiring others. I do this through my business which is
all about Conscious Business Transformations & Entertainment of the Mind, Body, Business &
Spirit, as it is all interconnected. I coach-consult businesses, individuals on the blending and
Bridging of the East and the West. I assist my clients to build a tool box designed just for
themselves and help them build another tool box that is designed separately for their company
and we then fill it with various skills and resources that can be used in any situation or
environment when my clients are under stress or in need of something special.
I created a unique process in which I take my Clients and their Businesses from Cocoon to
Flight Thru Learning, Playing & Growing Thru Creative Conscious Co-Creation. Here is where
you are now asking what in the HELL does that mean ? Now... let's get to it.
So, let's get this out of the way:
I am not the unicorns and rainbows woo- woo type of Coach or Consultant - that does not mean
to say I don't LOVE rainbows, I do, they are beautiful as are unicorns, however... you hear
where I am coming from - I don't live in fairytale land, I am in reality land where actions,
intentions are required to produce results... Therefore ~ Although, my Logo may have a butterfly
which signifies Tranformation-Change which is paramount to success and my logo has a Globe
with Uniting Hands that says "We Are All Interconnected" which I truly do believe and is also
paramount to collaborations, connections, success and teamwork in any venture or business - I
am, as I have been coined; "Straight Talk with Carly Alyssa Thorne" all done with
compassionate passionate communications. WHEW !!!
So, What does "Cocoon to Flight" Mean ?
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"Cocoon To Flight" also applies to any given idea, concept, project, business, timeline - you
have 8 hrs at work, a week to deliver a project - that timeline is the cocoon. The delivery of the
project - product is the flight. The cocoon is the time you are germinating, brainstorming ideas
concepts etc... this time is crucial.
We learn best through Playing ~ Creativity, I then incorporate play and creativity into the cocoon
phase which delivers some amazing brainstorming sessions, and ideas that come out that are
brilliant. Remember, at any given time throughout the process we all still have the CHOOSE To
GROW or Not...and we must choose to step out of our comfort zones in order to grow.
AND... All of this happens via Creative Conscious Co-Creation because in the end, Life is all
about Co-Creating with others I can't do any of this without YOU or others... and neither can
You... as We are all ONE-INTERCONNECTED and TEAM WORK is what makes the Dreams
Work... Over said by many true, however a very powerful, impactful, true statement.
Therefore, that is why I came up with the process of:
Cocoon to Flight Thru Learning, Playing & Growing Thru Creative Conscious CoCreation.
To find out about all of our programs we do and consult on and teach please view our Services
pages:
http://carlyalyssathorne.com/consulting-coaching-programs/
I would like to end with we are All impacting the Ripple Effect.
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